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I hope you are all well and have been successful in your fall harvests. The weather may have
wreaked havoc for some of you,
especially
affected
by snow
in it
early
Article
written those
by: Terry
Samborski,
Write
RightOctober.

This edition of The Cutter’s Edge includes an article about the Pros and Cons of Social Media.
This article is timely as more and more people are engaging in social media on both personal
and work levels. As great as it is to get loads of information and assistance online, we all need
to be aware of the dangers out there. Hopefully this article gives you food for thought.

IT’S HERE!
ANNOUNCING THE LAUNCH OF OUR
NEWLY REDESIGNED WEBSITE

As we look to the future using social media, we also look to the future and a new generation
of custom harvesters. This issue’s harvester profile is Mike and Brittany Van Driesten, a couple
in their early thirties who have started their own custom harvesting business. It’s great to see
energetic, young people continue the custom harvesting tradition and be successful at it.
We are also featuring the story of Mike and Shelly Janostin, former custom harvesters who
took the things they learned and applied it to a new career in real estate specializing in farms
and ranches. It is evident that their experience on the road with their young sons certainly
helped ALL of them in their future careers.

Our ACCHI annual convention is in Saskatoon this year. This is the year we have our big
equipment trade show. I encourage you to join us. A number of informative sessions are
already in the works and it’s a great way to meet other custom harvesters. See the convention
page in this magazine for more information.

GRANDSLAM SEED SAVER
Put money in your pocket, don’t leave it in the field!

www.acchi.com

I hope you enjoy this edition of The Cutter’s Edge. If you have any ideas for future editions, or
would like to advertise, let us know. You can contact Lynn by email at: lprevost@xplornet.ca

From the ACCHI Office

Office Manager: Lynn Prevost Phone: 306-322-8200 or 306-322-7901
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We’re excited to announce that our new and
refreshed website is live. Among the new
features we have integrated is a social media
button for Facebook. Also new is a Classifieds
section. Go to the website to download all forms
including the scholarship form and forms
pertaining to our upcoming convention including
registration, auction and tradeshow forms. Visit
our website to read all back issues of The
Cutter’s Edge. We hope you find the website has
valuable information!

WWW.GRANDSLAMINNOVATION.COM

Hello from rural Saskatchewan and greetings from the ACCHI office.

I am sure that many of you are still struggling to get the last of the crops in the bin and praying
that this weather cooperates in order to finish up harvest 2018. I am sure most would agree
that this has been a much different year. In the last month, we have struggled with rain, snow,
crops that are not ready or moisture too high to even think of drying.

From what we experienced on our south run, there were struggles for many there as well. In
some spots, there was not enough rain to produce a decent crop. In others, hail completely
wiped some crops out. There is a trend in the United States where farmers have decided to
no longer grow wheat, turning instead to other commodities.

The office has been somewhat quiet and that surprises me. Normally when a crisis hits,
farmers are anxious to line someone up to come help and wait along with them to get that
crop off. However, with the wonderful world of technology, those same farmers are now able
to access the website and find harvesters that are available.
In between jumping in the tractor to harvest, catching up on getting the camper empty, I have
been involved in community work and working on the dreaded farm book work. I’ve also
been working on the ACCHI Annual Convention plans, which are coming together nicely.
The Convention will be held in Saskatoon from December 5 – 8, 2018. This is our Machinery
Trade Show year and we are always excited about that. We have a full day of presentations
from our sponsors, which will include learning new things from the qualified staff from various
factories. We will also have a speaker who has written a book on Social Media and how the
virtual world causes real world anxiety. I am sure we will all take home some valuable
information from Wade Sorochan. We will also feature a qualified speaker on wellness.
We look forward to seeing new faces at our Convention, which is to be held at the Saskatoon
Inn and CNH Training Center. We welcome anyone who has an interest in our Association. We
have room for more sponsorship and exhibit space. I suggest that you start getting your rooms
booked. It is easier to cancel your registration if something comes up than to not get your
room at our rate.
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Scholarship applications are being accepted by our Committee from those who qualify to
submit. For further information, call the office at the numbers above.

Built by Farmers, For Farmers

We use the strongest steel in Canada
We have the best warranty in North America
We build performance extended wear combine parts
We manufacture concaves for John Deere and
Case IH Rotaries
Our innovative parts design uses a stronger steel than any other
Canadian manufacturer for hard thresh crops. We also
manufacture advanced threshing elements (rub bars) with more
surface area for an improved thresh and building front beater
accelerators - built strong enough to break rocks on impact.
Our extended wear concaves have a smooth, continuous bar,
customizable wire spacings and more height above the bars for an
improved thresh. A unique armour plate grade of steel makes our
concaves the strongest on the market.
CONTACT US
Box 222 Craik, SK S0G 0V0
Rick (306) 734-7721
Russ (306) 260-2833
russell@wildfongenterprises.com
www.wildfongenterprises.com

ACCHI Convention

2018 ACCHI Scholarships

December 5 to 8 in Saskatoon

Every year the Association of Canadian Custom Harvesters
hands out two $1,500.00 scholarships to qualifying individuals.
These scholarships are given to recipients who have a relative
that is a full-status member of our Association and who is
continuing his or her education at a post-secondary institution.
We ask that the recipients attend the ACCHI Convention the
day of the presentation to accept their award.

Article written by: Lynn Prevost, Photos by BVD Photography
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The ACCHI Annual Convention will be held this year in Saskatoon from
December 5 - 8, 2018. Our host hotel is the Saskatoon Inn and Conference
Centre, located on 2002 Airport Drive. The rooms are large, clean and wellmaintained, and the hotel boasts excellent conference rooms, lots of
amenities and great food.

This year is our Machinery Trade Show year. This means we can all look forward to
walking around the huge machines and have information presented to us from the
factory reps. The one-on-one we receive from these qualified experts is amazing. We
invite anyone who is involved in the agriculture industry to attend. Whether you are a
farmer who is interested in doing some custom work, or one who needs to have a
custom crew come in to help you, we invite you to attend. You will find the trade show
very beneficial. The trade/machinery show will be held at the CNH Training Centre on
230 Marquis Drive in Saskatoon.

We have a number of interesting speakers lined up for this conference. Subjects covered
are relating to safety in our industry, social media, mindful manager and leadership
training and more. We are not all business though. We will have some entertainment
and there is always time to connect with others.
You will meet many members that share the same interests and concerns. Everyone at
our annual convention enjoys the networking part of the event and we all recognize it as
a definite benefit to our business.
For further information on our annual convention, please call our office at 306-322-7901
and visit our website www.acchi.com. We look forward to meeting new people and
visiting with our returning attendees.
To book a hotel room, please call the Saskatoon Inn at 306-242-1440 or toll free
1-800-667-8789. Mention that you are attending our event to get our discounted
room rates.
Alumni ACCHI Board Members
Left to right: Kevin Hobbs, Shawn Thacker, Alanna Hermanson, Dave Watkins,
Lee Petersen, Les White, Grant Payant, & Jack Hamm with Lynn Prevost on the microphone
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The application is available by calling Lynn at the office at
306-322-8200 or 306-322-7901. The scholarship form can also
be downloaded at www.acchi.com Completed applications
must be received on or before November 20, 2018.
The scholarship application is then forwarded to the scholarship
committee. The applicants’ names are not divulged to the
judging committee. They are chosen on many different aspects.
Good luck to all applicants!

MIKE & SHELLY JANOSTIN
How Custom Harvesting Has Helped Them
Transition to the Real Estate World

Mike Janostin OWNER/BROKER
Shelly Pobran-Janostin REALTOR

Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right

Mike and Shelly
serve farmers across
Saskatchewan.
Call today!

306-481-5574
greatplainsrealty.ca
Proud to sell
Saskatchewan’s finest farms.

Mike Janostin
OWNER/BROKER
306-481-5574
mike@greatplainsrealty.ca

Shelly Janostin
REALTOR
306-317-2740
shelly@greatplainsrealty.ca
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wheat and corn acres in the United States
for the 2019 season and beyond.
Any kind of arrangements considered
including an annual finders fee.
CALL RICK 306-734-7721

As custom harvesters, Mike and
Shelly Janostin quickly learned the
importance of good customer
service. “The lessons learned in
serving our clients in the custom
harvesting business absolutely
transferred over to meeting the
needs of our clients in real
estate,” says Shelly Janostin. “In
custom harvesting, it’s all about
serving your client. In real estate,
same goes.”

began to custom harvest on their own.

Both Mike and Shelly grew up on farms
and they continued to farm in Hafford,
Saskatchewan when they first got
married. However, in the 1990’s, the
economy was depressed and many
people were looking for different
revenue streams. Mike spent one
summer with Payant & Kindt Harvesting.
That was enough to get the taste of this
industry, and by 1995, Mike and Shelly

Their journey was an experience of a
lifetime. They learned the values of hard
work, resilience and determination.
They raised their two sons while custom
harvesting and both boys would attest to
the lessons they learned on the road.
Their oldest son has a Bachelor of
Commerce, a Chartered Financial
Analyst designation and works for Tiene
Energy. Their youngest son completed a

As most others who start in this
business, their operation was
small…one combine, few workers, small
jobs. Over time, their crew, equipment
and harvest run grew. They usually
started in May in Hobart, Oklahoma,
and arrived home in September to
harvest their own crop. They then
returned to the United States, in South
Dakota, to harvest the fall crop. In
between, they harvested in Kansas,
Nebraska, Montana and North Dakota.
They loved the friendships they made
along the way, camping all summer long,
hot summers and many fun times.

Business Diploma and is a commercial
pilot with WestJet Airlines. Both boys
carry over in their careers what they’ve
learned from custom harvesting: get the
job done, expect weather delays (well,
for the pilot at least), work hard and
persevere.
In 2007, Mike and Shelly brought their
custom harvesting building to a close.
Mike began to sell real estate and
Shelly’s career was in education
administration for Living Sky School
Division and North West College. For a
time, she also worked for the
Government of Saskatchewan.
In 2017, Mike and Shelly founded Great
Plains Realty, based out of Regina. They
still own the farm in Hafford, but live in
Regina. Great Plains Realty specializes in
selling farms, land and ranches across
Saskatchewan. “We enjoy working with
farmers and seek to help them in the
most rewarding way possible, whether
they are buying or selling,” says Mike.

“Life is about changes. We are there to
assist along the way.”

Both boys carry over in their

There is no doubt that their time as
custom harvesters helped this couple
prepare for the real estate world. Life
along the harvest run prepares you to be
the best time manager ever. Every stop
is counted in days and hours. You will
have weather delays and mechanical
issues. The same goes in the real estate
world. You can be on call 24-7; delays
(albeit not always weather-related) are
to be expected. Time management is of
the essence.

careers what they’ve learned
from custom harvesting:
get the job done,
expect weather delays
(well, for the pilot at least),
work hard and persevere.

“Change is imminent. If you realize that,
it is easier to manage,” says Mike.
“Custom harvesting is about frequent
changes and adapting to those changes.
Real estate is no different.” Obviously,
this couple has adapted to change and
built a successful career out of it.
If you have a farm to sell, or are looking
to buy land or a farm, contact Mike and
Shelly. Feel free to visit their website:
greatplainsrealty.ca
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The Pros and Cons

OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right

When the internet was introduced
in the early 1990’s, who would have
guessed the impact it would have
on our everyday lives. Most people
now have cell phones and as many
are on some kind of social media
platform, be it Facebook, Twitter or
any number of blogging sites.
People buy and sell things online,
look for jobs online and keep
updated on news and events via the
internet. Almost every business has
a website and virtually everyone
has an email address. It is how
most businesses communicate.
The question is…are we moving in
the right direction?
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Over the years, custom harvesters have become more and more integrated with
social media. Most active custom harvesters have websites of their own and
many rely on other websites and social media outlets for information. For
example, websites such as realagriculture.com can provide excellent, up-todate information on the farm industry, be it by published articles, newsletters or
podcasts.
Shaun Haney, the founder of RealAgriculture points out: “Social media
provides growers with the opportunity to connect directly with consumers and
fellow farmers around the world. The opportunity is to learn from people that
are involved in agriculture globally or locally in one digital place.”
Shawn Thacker, President of ACCHI, knows firsthand how important it is to
keep abreast of the industry and recognizes that social media has it’s place. He
understands the dangers and advises all of us to keep business and personal social
platforms separate. “I had an incident a while back where a former employee
had my company name come up on his personal social media pages, and it
created an awkward situation.” It is important to realize that while social media
platforms help us to reach markets we may not ever have reached before, it also
exposes us to perils we have never been exposed to before.

Wade Sorochan, author of Unsocial Media: Virtual World Causing Real World
Anxiety asks the question “It’s called social media, but how social is it?” He goes

on to point out that, while humans are inherently social beings, social media
allows us to be technologically connected but not socially connected.
“Social media is eroding people’s real world social skills,” writes Sorochan. Real
world social skills require give and take, good body language and eye contact, a
good listening ear and effective boundaries by knowing when to shut up.”

It’s called social media,
but how social is it?
Social media is eroding
people’s real world
social skills.

Aside from social isolation, Sorochan goes on to inform readers of some of the
dangers associated with constant social media interaction…everything from “text
neck” to “internet addiction.” He also has some excellent advice on tips to keep
your privacy and personal information safe.
“We can’t turn back the clock to a time when technology was simpler,” Sorochan
concludes. “Technology and specifically the internet have changed our world. It’s
made the world more accessible…and used effectively, it can enhance our lives.
However, use social media wisely and hit the reality button from time to time.”
I’m sure most of us will agree that social media is here to stay. It is a great way to
contact people or find information quickly, and it has greatly enhanced how we
work. As long as precautions are taken to not have it impact our lives in a
negative manner, it can be an effective way to communicate and run our
businesses.
Unsocial Media; Virtual World Causing Real World Anxiety can be purchased
online at www.wadesorochan.com
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THE VAN DRIESTENS:

The Next Generation of Custom Harvesters
Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right

FaceBook groups and blogs on the HarvestHer websites from time to time. She
credits these sites as places to get useful information and recipes, get uplifted and
receive encouragement from other harvester families. Both Mike and Brittany love
to travel, even in the winter, so they usually attend both the Canadian and U.S.
Harvesters’ Conventions. They also visit Arizona at times to visit family.
In November 2015, Mike and Brittany welcomed a son into the world – Wyatt. It
was without a doubt that Wyatt would join them on their next harvest run.
Brittany admits that having a toddler on the run can be a challenge at times, but
notes that Wyatt loves to be outside and is high energy, so he has what it takes to
be a future custom harvester. He is not particularly fond of sitting in a vehicle,
however, which is necessary when Brittany needs to be a parts runner, people
shuffler, meal deliverer or grocery buyer. Most days, they manage well. Wyatt
sometimes goes to the field with Mike and rides in the combine, cart or truck,
which he absolutely loves; as soon as he sees the combines afar in the field, his face
lights up. Already, at the tender age of three, he has a love for the harvest run.
Mike and Brittany are happy to say that baby number two is on the way, also for
November, so next year will be doubly challenging.

Mike and Brittany Van Driesten are in
their early thirties. They would be
considered the next generation of
custom harvesters. They began
custom harvesting together in 2010,
not long after they had been married.
Mike suggested they try this and
Brittany hated the idea at first. She
thought it was a crazy, unconventional
thing to do, but they forged ahead and
purchased a combine. They have
never looked back.

B

Both Mike and Brittany are familiar with farming. Brittany grew up on a grain and cattle
farm. She recalls spending countless hours riding on a combine during harvest with her
grandmother and credits this dear woman for her love of the industry. Mike grew up on
a dairy farm and spent a lot of time on a tractor baling, silaging or feeding the cows.
Once he was able to drive, he did farm duties that involved driving the truck. His family
was also involved in combining, so he got a taste of it growing up.
In the spring of 2005, Mike had just finished seeding and a friend asked him if he’d want
to come along on custom harvest run to Oklahoma. The idea intrigued him and away he
went. He enjoyed it so much that he decided to join another harvest crew the following
year.

Mike and Brittany met in 2006. At the time, Brittany was working in Fort MacLeod and
Mike was driving a semi, hauling grain for a company. By 2008, Mike and Brittany found a
way to work together, pulling a 48’ tandem between Canada and the United States. It is
at this time that they realized how much they loved being on the road. They hauled loads
from New York, the Gulf of Mexico, south Texas and California. They married in
October 2009.
Van Driesten Harvesting is based in Fort MacLeod Alberta. The company started out as
one-combine-one-truck operation in 2010, but the couple learned very quickly that they
wanted more. So in 2014, they added a grain cart to the operation, and introduced other
pieces of equipment slowly over time. Currently, they have five machines, including a
tractor and a grain cart, and seven trucks. They started off harvesting winter and spring
wheat, barley and canola. They have now expanded to chick peas, field peas, and from
time to time, flax. Their harvest runs have taken them as far south as Enid, Oklahoma,
although in the last few years, they have not travelled further south than Fort Benton,
Montana. Brittany has grown to love this quiet town along the Missouri River and calls it
her second home. Each year, they also finish out the season in Saskatchewan before
heading home to Alberta.

When asked what they love most about custom harvesting, both Mike
and Brittany say that it is the people they meet. They love heading
back to familiar towns and meeting up once again with
friends from previous years. They always meet new
people in their travels as well and enjoy the
friendships they make along the way. Already, their
young son has made a few little friends on the
harvest run.
As with most other custom harvesters, the Van
Driestens find it challenging to get good,
reliable help, but knowing it is a concern in
the industry, they keep updated with
organizations such as ACCHI.
All in all, Mike and Brittany are very happy
with their career choice. “Once it’s in your
blood, it’s hard to give it up” says Brittany.
“Now, we wouldn’t want to spend our summers
any other way.” With that kind of enthusiasm and
“heart”, the future is indeed bright for this new
generation of custom harvesters.

Though the actual custom harvesting run only takes place from May to October, prep
time begins in March (doing required paperwork) and April comprises of getting the
equipment ready and hiring the required team. On the years that they only go as far as
Montana, they get a bit of a reprieve, starting in April and only leaving at the beginning of
July. Fort Benton is a short day’s drive…4.5 hours away, and that is while hauling
equipment.
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In the off season, the company does both hauling cattle and flat decking. Brittany spends
time working on their own website with photos and other updates. She is also active in
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Cooking for Christmas
Dark Fruit Cake
3 cups sifted flour
1/2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 tsp. cloves
1/2 tsp. nutmeg
1/2 tsp. mace
5 cups seedless raisins
1-3/4 cups currants
2 cups mixed peel

Bonny Hamm’s wonderful convention auction cake

1 cup diced candied pineapple
1 cup glacé cherries
1 cup blanched almonds
1 cup filberts
1 cup pecans
1 cup butter or margarine
1-1/2 cups packed brown sugar
6 eggs
1/2 cup strong coffee (1 tbsp. instant)

Set oven to 275 F. Grease pans. Line with greased wax paper:
grease liberally. Sift flour, baking power, spice and salt.
Combine all fruit and nuts in “large” mixing bowl. (I often add 1
to 2 cups more fruit) Add flour mixture and mix until fruit and
nuts are coated.
Cream butter. Add sugar slowly and cream together. Add eggs
one at a time and beat until fluffy. Add coffee. Pour over fruit and
nuts and stir until well mixed. Turn batter into pans.
Bake 3-1/2 hours. Invert pans on wire rack and peel off paper.
Cool thoroughly. Wrap and store. Yield 2-3 loaf pans.
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